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No home should be without this book! overdose and addiction potential•S Guideline TO PILLS—COMPLETELY
REVISED 15TH EDITION FOR 2012 WITH AN INCREASE OF THAN 20 IMPORTANT NEW DRUGS AND
DOZENS OF NEW BRAND Brands For a lot more than three decades, millions of customers have trusted
The Pill Book to provide official, FDA-approved information on more than 1,800 of the very most commonly
prescribed medicines in the United States, with guidelines from leading pharmacists. what each medication is
normally for, and how it functions• Inside you’ll discover • cautions and warnings, so when to call your
doctor• Each medication is certainly profiled in a concise, readable, easy-to-understand access, making The
Pill Book the perfect reference when you have queries about the medications your doctor prescribes. usual
dosages, and what to do if a dose is skipped• side effects and possible adverse reactions, highlighted for
quick reference• interactions with other drugs and meals•THE CONSUMER’ 32 web pages of actual-size
color photos of prescription pills info for seniors, pregnant and breast-feeding women, children, and others
with unique needs• the most famous self-injected medicines and their safe handling• generic and brand-name
listings which will help you save money• alcohol-free of charge and sugar-free medicines•
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THIS BOOK IS INDISPENSIBLE: IT MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE IN THE EVENT YOU MIX THE WRONG
MEDS BY ACCIDENT I have been buying this book via community bookstores since 2007;.You need to be
very proactive and take charge yourself whenever a doctor prescribes medication for you, because nobody
else will check to see if any of it really is contraindicated, and one easy way to achieve that is by a reserve
such as this. It doesn't just list medicines--it also tells you symptoms, dangers, age groups (newborns to
Seniors), dosages, and emergencies should anyone overdose, furthermore to other details that really no one
else will probably tell you. I don't understand why the 15th edition has been offered here since I believe
they've released a 16th edition by now that's a bit more recent than 2012? Good reference book to have
at home. Thanks! It's Okay however, not Comprehensive Enough I'm not really 100% sold upon this
publication, as it isn't as comprehensive as it could be. He enjoys this. Also, there is one section in the center
of the reserve where pictorial representations of the medications are provided (and they are only the most
common types recommended today). and I dont think . For any prescriptions not really supplied in this
reference, the web is a good source of information regarding medication type and dosage increments for
coding assignments. I buy every other edition, so. Meh, I can't really say it might be my initial choice given
that I've viewed it firsthand. This is an excellent book! In case you have prescriptions to consider it .
Helpful to identify pills I purchased this for an elderly friend who is sometimes confused with what the

medicines are treating. Recently my wife was prescribed two different medications by her doctor. The Pill
book did!. A must have for just about any intelligent family. Very informative pill reserve.. Taking them
together might have been a risk to her life, neither the druggist nor the prescribing doctor warned her
about the medial side effects that would happen if she required both medications within 4 to 6 6 hours of
each other. This is an excellent book !! Believe generics are exactly the same as brand name drugs? Think
again! .We appreciate the updated version..! ? Upon closer evaluation, it seems that there are some Rx titles
missing from its pages. Actually, this is actually the second book because he wore out the 1st one. Excellent
I had an old version to this and it helped me a whole lot in the history therefore i had to get the updated
version since there are many new medication available now. It give the titles of the pills, the generic brand
and all the important information on them. For instance, if you are on certain medication and you're not
suppose to make use of something else while taking it, It gives you the reason why. I was on a medication
and It says I couldn't eat grapefruit or drink grapefruit juice, but the information that came with it
didn't state why. Since I needed to know the reason I consulted the pill reserve and it offered me the
reason why. this is a great reserve to have in your home so go on and purchase it. You wont end up being
sorry. It’s published in 2010 2010 & I dont get our meds. When you have prescriptions to take it shows
what the tablet is supposed to look like and the proper dosage and in addition what the side affects are
and what they are used for ! I trust this book--and the authors--implicitly, since doctors really do not
understand the contraindications of the medications they prescribe--and most pharmacists don't either.
It’s published in 2010 2010 & I have Meds that are prescribed to me in 2015 that I cannot find because
they are even more current than this publication — I am deeply disturbed that the published date is NOT
contained in the description— We should get current editors of prescription guides - I am actually angry
concerning this ! GET THIS IN YOUR HOUSE! the household buy it and utilize it youll be glad you this pill
book is quite informative there sare 32 color pages of different pills an absolute must have for the
household buy it and utilize it youll be glad you did Very informative Bought this for my father..
Recommended seller Very good purchased for my mom Great book! With the different drugs on the market
today and taking into consideration the chance of drug interactions and unwanted effects, it is critical to

stay informed. You will find the answers to any tablet you take. As medicines come on the marketplace,
they update this book each year or so. As described... I dont look for our meds. I bought this for my
medical coding classes to help me code prescriptions based on type.. Arrive on. I've Meds that are . and I
dont believe the print may be the best size,Its not updated Best Reference for Prescriptions I take



advantage of this constantly. The side effects lists and recommended dosages are the most valuable
elements of the reserve for me personally. WELL WORTH THE COST.. I have the 14th edition
(2010).Could it be a good reference for medical coding college students?. Not updated Will not yet have the
latest medicine listings. He's 75 years old, refuses to use the internet and is enthusiastic about the
medication he takes. Five Stars Loved, just as expected.Personally I would not be without this publication..
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